Iran Sanctions

The principal objective of international sanctions—to compel Iran to verifiably confine its
nuclear program to purely peaceful uses—has not been achieved to date. However, a broad
international coalition has imposed progressively strict economic sanctions on Iran’s oil export
lifeline, producing increasingly severe effects on Iran’s economy.
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Senate votes to impose new sanctions on Russia and Iran - POLITICO The United States
has imposed restrictions on activities with Iran under various legal The Department of States
Office of Economic Sanctions Policy and News for Iran Sanctions 1 day ago The US Senate
has voted to impose a new set of sanctions on Iran and Russia. Russia-Iran sanctions bill
heads toward vote with bipartisan backing 1 day ago WASHINGTON — The US Senate
overwhelmingly passed legislation Thursday to strengthen sanctions against Iran for its
ballistic missile Sanctions against Iran - Wikipedia 18 hours ago New US sanctions
sending a strong message from Washington to Tehran, signalling the end of a golden era for
Irans mullahs. Senate passes sweeping sanctions bill targeting Iran, Russia Iran Sanctions.
Kenneth Katzman. Specialist in Middle Eastern Affairs. June 7, 2017. Congressional Research
Service. 7-5700 . RS20871 Bernie Sanders takes heat for vote against sanctions, saying
they 1 day ago The Russia sanctions are part of an underlying bill that would sanction Iran
over its ballistic missile program and its support of regional terrorism Blog: Senate
overwhelmingly approves new Russia, Iran sanctions 1 day ago as the only senators to
oppose the sanctions, which target both Iran and Russia. He said in a statement after the vote
that, while he fully PressTV-US Senate passes new sanctions on Iran, Russia 1 day ago
Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) issued the following statement Thursday after he voted against a bill
that would impose new sanctions on Iran and Iran Sanctions - Department of the Treasury
1 day ago The U.S. Senate on Thursday passed new Iran sanctions legislation by an
overwhelming margin, despite earlier fretting by former Secretary of Sanders: New Iran
sanctions could blow up nuclear deal TheHill 1 day ago Senate Foreign Relations
Chairman Bob Corker (R-Tenn.) hailed the lopsided vote in favor of the Iran sanctions bill that
he helped shepherd to Iran Sanctions - 3 days ago Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell on Tuesday teed up a final vote as soon as this week on a bipartisan Iran sanctions
bill that is also set U.S. Senate votes near unanimously for Russia, Iran sanctions As a
result of Iran verifiably meeting its nuclear commitments, the United States is today lifting
nuclear-related sanctions on Iran, as described in the JCPOA. Sanders Statement on Iran
and Russia Sanctions - Senator Bernie U.S. Senate Gives Russia and Iran Sanctions
Near Unanimous 1 day ago The Senate passed a slew of financial sanctions against Russia
and Iran with strong bipartisan support. Russia, Iran sanctions approved by Senate over
election 20 hours ago The U.S. Senates decision to impose new sanctions on Iran is an
unquestionable violation of a nuclear deal reached in 2015 between Senate passes sweeping
sanctions bill targeting Iran, Russia - ABC 1 day ago Republicans and Democrats joined
forces to approve a sweeping sanctions bill that uses an array of financial penalties to punish
Iran and U.S. Senates Iran sanctions are breach of nuclear deal: senior 1 day ago The
U.S. Senate voted nearly unanimously on Thursday for legislation to impose new sanctions on
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Russia and force President Donald Trump U.S. Senate votes near unanimously for Russia,
Iran sanctions 20 hours ago The Senate voted nearly unanimously on Thursday to impose
new sanctions on Russia and Iran. The vote was 98-2. Only Senators Rand Paul
Understanding The New Iran Sanctions - Forbes As a result of Iran verifiably meeting its
nuclear commitments, the United States is today lifting nuclear-related sanctions on Iran, as
described in the JCPOA. Senate overwhelmingly passes new Russia and Iran sanctions The 1 day ago Bernie Sanders is taking some heat over his vote against sanctions against
Russia, though his real opposition was to sanctions against Iran. Following the Iranian
Revolution of 1979, the United States imposed economic sanctions against Iran and expanded
them in 1995 to include firms dealing with the Iranian government. In 2006, the UN Security
Council passed Resolution 1696 and imposed sanctions after Iran refused to suspend its
uranium enrichment program. Senate Panel Approves Stiff Iran Sanctions and Says Russia
Is Next 1 day ago The U.S. Senate voted nearly unanimously on Thursday for legislation to
impose new sanctions on Russia and force President Donald Trump Senate passes sweeping
financial sanctions bill targeting Iran, Russia 1 day ago The Senate overwhelmingly passed
a bill Thursday that would step up sanctions against Iran and Russia, in the process delivering
a rebuke to Iran Sanctions - Federation of American Scientists Senate approves new
sanctions on Russia, Iran in overwhelming vote 1 day ago Lawmakers have long sought to
hit Iran with more sanctions in order to check its ballistic missile program and rebuke Tehrans
continued Senate votes 98-2 to strengthen Iran sanctions The Times of Israel
WASHINGTON — The Senate Foreign Relations Committee approved on Thursday the most
sweeping sanctions against Iran since the United
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